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1.0 Purpose 
 
The purpose of SOP 1.9 is to detail how to sign-up to use common use TOP lab equipment in 
B520. 
 

2.0 Scope 
 
SOP 1.9 is intended to cover all resources, personnel and equipment in the BCR laboratory.  

 

3.0 Procedure 
3.1 Please let Tahra or Shawn know that you will need to use TOP equipment so they can 

receive approval from TOP managers (Stephanie Laurinec and Deb Carr) and you can 
receive any necessary training based on the equipment you will need to use in B520. 

3.2 First you will need to request access to M+Google umich calendars via the following form at 
https://umichumhs.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_9vG0x04VxePvKOF.  Since you are an 
active member of the medical campus, your access to Google is initially restricted due to 
compliance issues with HIPAA.  Filling out this form will submit a request to MSIS to allow 
you access to your M+Google account. Once they review your request, they will give the OK 
to the necessary people to allow you access. Once your access is granted, you'll receive an 
email from 4HELP@umich.edu advising you on how to log in for the first time.  

3.3 Once you receive that e-mail within 24 hours, follow the instructions in the e-mail and click 
the link provided in the e-mail to login to M+calendars or go to calendar.umich.edu.  You will 
use your uniqename and level 1 password to login. 

3.4 To add these Google calendars to your own, copy and paste the calendar ID (found in 
parenthesis next to the name of the equipment below) into the 'Add a colleagues calendar' 
box in the 'Other Calendars' section of your Google Calendar on the left-hand side. Once 
you've pasted it in, simply press enter and the calendar should appear on your list. Please 
add only the calendars from the following that you are approved to use and have been 
trained on: 
 

ABVii7 (umich.edu_96d37mp20pjt87u09kvlv2mobc@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

BiotekH1 (umich.edu_5110et6961k8gdghat03btlm0k@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

Film 

Developer (umich.edu_93c304lkm8mk1uckhp9ms3v24c@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

Innova42B (umich.edu_lhtcqugq74m1e3sfoughbiloeg@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

Innova42T (umich.edu_nidsvvrf3lcataa218o6ilp94s@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

Li-COR Imager (umich.edu_1b78gbl5gge9alob3bfms9ohto@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

Lynx Centrifuge (umich.edu_fft8vt8nov0oifdtp6heh05q38@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

Olympus 

Microscope (umich.edu_pvdnm43s98b0d1pja4voobdifo@group.calendar.google.com) 
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Ultra Centrifuge (umich.edu_73fak56ltgcp7hs2ci7cvsc8uk@group.calendar.google.com) 
 

4.0 Applicable References  

 

5.0 Change Description 

 

Revision Date Reference Description of Change 
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